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Mining against amphibious vehicles: 
Anti-amphibious minefields are deployed along the coast and one the banks of rivers. 

From shallow depths to 50-100 meters above the highest waterline. A typical minimum 
deployment density is (2meters) with one an anti-tank mine for each section. 
Handling and processing: 
* Avoid exposing incomplete mines or those without igniters to water.   
* If possible, coat the gears of the safety slot and the activator hole with a waterproof material   
to reduce the chances of water leaking into the mine.
* Insert the catalyst tightly and secure the detonator in the detonator hole. 
* Link the mine cautiously to the supporting arm (figure 13)  
* Mine must be carried horizontally. 
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[TC: Illegible] Techniques

 American mines suitable for deployment underwater are the (M21, M19, and M15) mines 
which use detonators that operate by pressure or tilt arm. Tilting arm detonators are preferable; it 
allows for greater distances between individual mines and thus reduces the potential impact of 
the explosions. Mines constantly submerged underwater cannot be relied upon like mines that are 
deployed in areas with good water drainage. Select new mine containers for use underwater.  In 
general, the water mines resist water for a period of 3 months if immersed in water without a 
waterproof cover. The depths at which you can deploy American anti-tank mines are currently 
limited by the ability of vehicles that do not have special equipment (1.2 meters).

Preparations:
Landmines are water resistant, allowing for use in water or in the wet ground, but 

nevertheless before immersion paint the gears of the safety slot and activator slots with a 
waterproofing substance such as (grease, red lead, tar…etc.).  After installing the detonator and 
connecting the igniter, put waterproofing material on the joints between the pressure plate and 
the mine box. 

Planting methods:- 
In a depth of less than 60 cm water mines are preferably deployed by burial when the 

bottom is solid. Mines with tilt arms must be deployed at a sufficient depth to prevent the 
extension arm from poking out over the surface of the water at the expected low level of the 
water.  At shallow depths mines must be fixed using supporting arms appropriately. Figure (13) 
shows how to use the supporting arm cut from a shrub. The shrub must be thicker than 4 cm and 
longer than 1 meter. Mines must be fixed evenly using sandbags placed over the supporting 
arms.  Mines can be fixed by setting their holding handles on solid articles such as a tree trunk or 
wedge or large rocks.

Spacing mines in the water:
 The possibility of detonation due to nearby explosions is higher for mines underwater 
than it is on the ground. In high-density water, mines type (M21, M19, and M15) must be placed 
13 meters away from one and other at a depth of 60 cm. and must be placed 20 meters apart at a 
depth of 1.2 meters of water.  But at controlled crossing points of water such as streams, mines 
should be planted as necessary to provide the required density. 
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Use of other mines in water 
Immersing mines –that were not previously mentioned – in water is not recommended 

without water protection measures. Anti-personnel mines are deployed above the highest point of 
the tide or above the upper point of water and must use water seals and adhesive tapes to prevent 
chain explosions.  These must be changed periodically to prevent progressive damage as a result 
of prolonged immersion in water. 

Safety procedures
 The nature of underwater mines requires an assessment of mining conditions and safety 
technologies as well as application of normal safety procedures in the water. The speed and 
depth of water as well as bottom conditions may require the planting group members to able to 
swim and to endure submersion in cold water and to be able to avoid waterfalls or sudden slopes, 
as well as rocks and other objects. 
Other safety precautions:

- Always work in pairs (two people). 
- Never plant any mine before drawing its location and recording it. 
- Deploy mines from upstream to downstream in order to prevent individuals from 

withdrawing to a mined area.
- Always stay in the downstream direction when installing the detonator.
- Plant the mine flat on the bottom to prevent it from being driven by the water current. 
- Use green shrubs or non-floating materials as supporting arms.
- Arm the mine after planting.
- Carry the mine vertically with its edge toward the water current to ease the current water 

resistance on the mine. Mines and those who hold them should not turn their backs to the 
stream during lifting and carrying the mines so as not to lose their balance and fall.

Freezing and winter conditions 
 Frozen land hinders the burying of land mines. Exposed mines on the surface could be 
repainted white when used in land covered with snow. Since white mines become exposed in 
seasons in which there is no snow, the ideal colored mines used are those used in areas of short 
grass or dense or barren plains, so they can be deployed throughout the year in northern climates. 
It is not recommended using mines in area of drifting ice.
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Mines must be buried but pressure plates should remain above the ground when the ice thickness 
is 10 cm or less. Mines must be deployed aboveground when the ice thickness is  10 to 28 cm. 
Mines deployed on the soft snow of a depth of more than 28 cm must be supported by wooden 
pieces (support arms) or sandbags so that the surface of the mine is 14 to 28 cm from the surface 
of the snow. In such solid ice, mines must be supported within 10 to 14 cm from the surface of 
the ice. Mines deployed in squashy areas or icy swamps can become ineffective during the ice 
melting season if they are not mounted on carrying equipment such as wood panels or rocks. 
Mines must be examined at least twice a year – after thawing and before winter. Igniters and 
mines may fail in the blast if moisture enters it or if the equipment freezes. It is advisable to cut 
mines in the ice by using water-expelling materials.  Also, it is preferable to use the type of 
igniters which explode by being pulled and are fastened to trees and steel wedges. Tripwires and 
tilt rods painted white for use in the snow are useful, as they are disguised and reflect the white 
ground. Keep the tripwires at least 45cm above the ice and use weeds/grass for better 
camouflage.

Deploying in tropical climates
In tropical climates, detonators and explosives spoil quicker than in temperate climates, 

so mines and their components need follow–up maintenance and special attention. Mines must 
be given the same protection against water whether they are used underwater or deployed in the 
moist and humid environment. The rapid and sustained growth of weeds hinders maintenance 
and possibly can cause a mine to detonate from the leaves of plants or trees. 
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The use of sensory and other surveillance devices
Introduction: 
 Surveillance, target acquisition, and night observation devices (STANO) can be used to 
support mine searches, but the actual effective use of this equipment depends on the planning of 
the (STANO) group, as well as the user’s knowledge of the capabilities and the limits of setups. 
This equipment must be used only when the expected results equal the costs according to the 
sources, time, and materials.
Type of STANO equipment/devices: 

There are different types of STANO devices available to detect enemy personnel who 
deploy mines or booby traps. These devices enable the commander to monitor dangerous areas 
or areas with a prior history of mine deployment, such as border areas, passes, roads, defense or 
border crossings, bridges, water entrances, or main bridge entrances. It can be monitored by 
individuals using sensory devices not installed on the ground as well as by radar, remote vision, 
and night vision equipment.  Other means of lamination are also used on the battlefield to 
discover enemies planting mines.
Other sensory equipment not fixed on the ground: 
 Sensors that are not fixed to the ground provide an important means to detect enemy 
personnel and equipment. These devices can be installed to effectively control areas suspected to 
booby traps or that may have been mined by the enemy. 
Night vision devices: 
 Night vision devices can be employed effectively to monitor any area suspected to be 
booby-trapped or mined during hours of darkness or periods of restricted visibility. Night vision 
devices can be deployed along the borders and entrances of the federal state. 
Lighting the battlefield:
 Lighting the battlefield can be used during the hours of darkness to counter the enemy’s 
attempts to deploy mines.  But lighting the battlefield could cause a loss of advantage for the 
commander.
Direct lighting:
 Direct lighting is provided by the light of floodlights or search lights. Light intensity 
provided by direct illumination varies according to the source of illumination. 
Indirect lighting:
 Indirect lighting is a type of lighting obtained by shedding search lights on the clouds or 
terrain mass, this method of reflected light is used to  light the desired area.
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This method of reflected light is used to light the desired area.

Disrupting enemy mine deployment operations:
When you combine the capabilities available to the commander for detecting enemy mine 

deployment operations the capabilities of disrupting all enemy attempts, like for example when 
devices reveal the presence of the enemy in the area, shelling or air strikes against the enemy can 
disrupt or stop his activities. Additionally, it may be possible to lay scattered mines for the 
enemy to disrupt enemy order and to confuse him and destroy enemy moral.   

The use of sensory devices in friendly minefields: 
 Since the use of barriers is to incapacitate the enemy and force him to move in straits 
which can be easily destroyed by live fire or offensive maneuvers, the use of sensors buried in 
the minefields is desired. The buried senor should be placed in the direction of the enemy at the 
expected entry areas, and randomly in the minefield, as well as on the friendly side “opposite” of 
the minefield or barriers. When the buried sensor device is placed at the “crossing points” it will 
give you an advantage in determining the direction in which the enemy will enter and pass the 
barriers, its speed, its size, and if it is going around the field or crossing it.  The hidden sensor in 
the ground placed in the friendly side helps determine any phase of action that will be taken by 
the enemy since it is uncovered by the sensor. The appropriate array of seismic, magnetic, 
acoustic and infrared sensors will help to distinguish the target. 
To determine the kind of buried sensors to be used, the following factors should be considered: 

If a minefield will be under audio or video surveillance, the number of buried sensors can 
be reduced by placing the device in those areas that cannot be seen from eavesdropping stations 
or control points or by using a sensing device. 

The amount of time available for ground troops to deploy sensors: when time allows and 
access is possible, manual installation is preferable to deploying sensors by air or using artillery 
because it planting them manually disguises them better  and you can target the intersections of 
roads that are often crossed by the enemy when they are moving fast.  When scattered mines are 
used, hidden sensors will be deployed by artillery or aviation. 

Seismic, magnetic, and audio sensors can successfully be used in minefields when there 
are non-operational or unwanted manned surveillance control points 
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In such cases, the explosion of the mines will activate the sensing device and expose the enemy's 
presence.  When mines and sensory devices are used together they complement each other well,
and likewise they lessen the need for observation done by personnel (men).

Scattered mining

Purposes:

This subject gives the main principles for using self-destructive scattered mines. Since most of 
these mines still are under research and development, their methods of deployment are also still 
under testing. But, all the advanced principles here are correct regarding scattered mines 
(FASCAM). 

General deployment considerations: 

The development of the scattered mines will add a new dimension to mine warfare and the 
mechanized battlefield. The traditional concept of large and long minefields which cover vast 
areas will be substituted with smaller ones, deeper minefields based on an understanding of 
enemy movements.

These minefields will be planted in enemy territory or disputed areas. They can be deployed via 
artillery or missiles, or tactical aircraft. The mines at least will be easily assembled by 
maneuvering units, which will clearly decrease the manpower requirements related to traditional 
mines deployment. The scattered mines usually are smaller, lighter, and deadlier than traditional 
mines. The self-destruct mechanism is a trusted and major component of the every American 
scattered mine, which detonates the mines automatically at a chosen time (timed). This ability of 
self-destruction allows the movement throughout the mine area without any extraordinary 
infiltration operation.

It is clear that the development of the scattered mines will expand our mine deployment ability 
greatly. With this expansion in development it will become increasingly necessary to control 
mining operations. The following parts will show mine planting, launching systems, techniques 
for planting, and command and control procedures. 

Mines and the deployment systems: 

The main goals of the scattered mine development program are to offer up more flexible 
methods for launching mines and to make available mines with improved capabilities. The 
availability of different self-destruction timers is one of the most effective ways to increase 
fighting capabilities. The first system to be developed was the (M-56), which is a deployment 
method of mines from helicopters.  

* M-56:  The M-56 system is a system for launching anti-tank mines from 
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helicopter with a long delay self-destruction timer (for mines), see figure (L1) for aircraft (UH-
1), is one that can carry two loads of 80 mines in each per trip. It can cover a wide area of mine 
fields (20 x 300), and in an approximate capacity of (.3 mine) per square meter. 
The detonation apparatus needed (the M-56) is mounted on one of every three operational air 
cavalry helicopters (TC 20-32-2 offers detailed operation procedures). The (M-56) system is 
capable of planting a mine field quickly or expanding the mine field and reaching terrain hard to 
get to.  The (M-56)'s mine has a pressure detonator which is deployable against towed or 
wheeled vehicles. The mine weighs about (6 pounds) or about (2.54 kg) compared to (M15) 
mine, which weighs (30 pounds) or about (13.6 kg). The difficulty facing the use of the (M-15) 
system is the capabilities of the helicopters to drop them. When the enemy owns aerial defense 
measures, it usually affects the mine planting methods, limiting them to the safe area; otherwise 
it demands some aerial offensive support. 

(XM 70/73) landmine: This is the first kind of mine that can be deployed by artillery 
against tanks (Figure L2). It carries a projectile (XM718/741) which can be launched 
from any 155 mm (Howitzer) gun. The (XM70) mine is enclosed with a projectile 
(XM741). It has a self-timed delay device to enable it to self-destruct in a short time. 
The (XM73) mine is enclosed with a projectile (XM714) with a longer self-destruct time 
delay. These projectiles have a range of 17 km. Each mine weighs about (2.25 kg) with 
a magnetic detonator. It uses a panel mechanism charged for deadly force. One artillery
battery can fire up to two payloads of projectiles, and it can cover a mine field of 300 m 
in width and 250 m in length with an appropriate density of mines. 
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The mines which are deployed by cannon will provide the tactical officer with a dynamic method 
of mining good for any kind of weather conditions. The leader of the group (squad) will be able 
to spread the mines as a reaction to actual enemy movements even after the start of the battle. 
Mines can be planted in the enemy territory in order to disrupt, overstretch and force the enemy 
to spread in a premature offensive formation. If the enemy penetrates our positions, mines 
deployed by gun can slam its advances. The inherent accuracy and resilience of the artillery 
provide an increased indicator of our ability to use mines in various tactical positions quickly. 
Mines which are delivered via guns will provide an effective capability which was not available 
in the past - the ability to mine the offensive pathways quickly and to mine the retreating enemy 
rear lines, in order to disrupt enemy military supplies.    
The mines which are delivered via guns provide a significant increase in the mining capabilities. 
There are tactical limitations in launching this kind of mine. The significant demand for artillery 
during combat will be tremendous and will increase the time needed for action and completion. 
The abundance of artillery ammunition and the limited capability to transport them by artillery 
units will lead to a reduction in the number of available mines in relation to the batteries.

(XM67/72) anti-personnel mines are delivered via artillery (XM67/72) (ADAM) (fig. 
L3). These mines are delivered using and artillery launcher of 155 mm (Howitzer) type 
(XM731/XM69E1) and mine type (XM67) installed in the ejector type (XM692E1), 
which has a short time delay device for self-destruction. The mine (XM172) is carried 
via the launcher (XM692E1) and has a factory timer. The mine operates via a trip wire 
and a deadly mechanical device that ejects flying shrapnel. It weighs about (450 g), and 
the primary use of this mine is as an anti-tank mine delivered by artillery to cause the 
utmost impediment. The anti-personnel mines are used to prevent the enemy infantry 
from removing the anti-tank mines. Also, they are used to strain and to block gathering 
positions as well as to enhance the battery's counter-fire.
System of scattered mines laid on the ground: The (GEMSS XM128) system will 
provide the ability to create a minefield quickly and in vast quantity. This system uses 
anti-personnel mines (XM74) and anti-tank (XM75) mines. It is possible to carry 800 
mines in its storage, and it can drop two mines per second. The mines are manufactured 
set to self-destruct after a long time delay, which can be altered to be longer. All these 
mines are alike and weigh about (1.8 kg). 
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The anti-tank mines are similar to (XM70/73) mines with a slight alteration on the outside to 
vary the launch. The anti-personnel mines have a lethal detonator which can be activated by 
tripwire. 

Mines delivered by rockets, (figure L5): it is capable of laying a large and immediate 
quantity of mines as a counter enemy measure. The launcher was improvised to carry 
mines delivered by rockets. The rocket will be fired from a single ground launcher. This 
system will lay anti-tank mines similar to a chain (XM70/73/75) with its manufactured 
“short time self-destruction” device. This system is capable of laying about 500 mines in 
less than a minute and in a distance of (1 to 5 km). This unit will be given to the combat 
engineer upon request from the supported brigades. 
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Tactical airplanes (Gator): US Air force has begun to develop new mining system (Gator) 
to drop mines from special airplane with high accuracy. This is a joint project that will be 
used by the Navy and the US fighting brigades. The mine is similar to (XM75/ XM74) 
mine with a slight difference in its self-destruction period. 
Generalization of mines: all anti-tank mines have numbers associate with their launching 
mechanisms. Some have small exceptions, similar to the M56 which is a primary 
exception and is considered a class by itself. Systems (XM73/75, XM70) and (Gator) and 
the rocket delivered mines, are all similar by about 70%. All have external similarities; 
most of the variations are in the safety devices and launching methods and the outer 
cover of the rocket mines.

Procedure for laying and controlling mines: the effectiveness of the scattered mines depends on 
planting them at the right time and in sensitive areas in the early stage of the battle. The ability to 
fight and win when asked to optimize the use of the available sources. This can be achieved with 
laying mines in a dynamic way that can be dropped during the battle field.  The placed mines in 
enemy territory or the ones that are enemy controlled should be noted as they will have 
distinguishing marks. To control these locations, there should be a self-destruction limited timer 
and it should be noted on operational maps of the battalion and higher levels. Battalion leaders 
must know the locations of the minefields and the timing of their detonation. This will allow for 
passage through that area. 

Typical conditions for tactical planting:
Because mine science says that mines must be planted as close as possible to the enemy, the 
minefield has little density but seems sufficient. Planting in this method requires full cooperation 
among the maneuvering units the mining units. All scattered mines have a time delay after being 
launched before they became totally armed. This time delay in arming in addition to the time 
needed to deploy the mines explains why the defensive units must use a predetermined time in 
order to make the minefield more effective and also in order to determine the location for 
planting the mines ahead of time.  This is simultaneous with determining the delivery methods 
(artillery or missiles) for reaction or for fire cover. 

Quick closing of the paths and gaps in the ready minefields (helicopter gunnery):  
closing the paths and the gaps quickly is an extremely important support, but premature 
blocking can cause friendly units to be trapped. On the other hand, blocking too late 
denies the benefits of the barriers and the impediments to the enemy. 
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The scattered mines provide a means of quick blocking for those gaps without infringing on the 
friendly forces. Once this is done, and the locations of the gaps or the previously determined 
passages are found, it is feasible for the forces to shoot or to launch a previously planned mission 
to help in blocking the gaps and passages. 

Stopping enemy penetration of our fortifications: (artillery and missiles)
Scattered mines give the ability to block enemy penetration in the early stage which destroys or 
at least breaks up and scatters the enemy. 

Mining enemy supply lines (artillery): mining gathering centers, storages and the main 
communication lines is the method to use to widen the battlefield. Despite the fact that 
mines do not have direct fire coverage, they are very effective in cancelling the 
secondary wave of enemy units and supporting units. 
Facing enemy batteries and stopping them (artillery and missiles): anti-personnel mines 
which are deployed toward artillery locations and enemy antiaircraft guns will cause 
chaos among and destruction of these units and it will lessen their ability to continue 
with their operations. Mines are more effective if deployed after high explosive shelling 
and with a long time delay. At the same time, mines do not represent obstacles only but 
are also considered standardized weaponry.
Planting mines behind enemy lines (artillery): during an offensive move, the scattered 
mines provide a barrier for the retreating enemy or a counter offense method. This is the 
primary offensive method for mines; it will encircle the enemy in an area which benefits 
us. By utilizing the short time delay, the barrier of the minefields will detonate allowing 
the offense to continue. This mining method requires complete control to ensure mines
will not hinder the advancing friendly forces. 
Quick mining via planes (helicopters and Jamis system): 

Mining via helicopters during an offensive has not been accomplished before, but the Jamis 
system and the mine (M56) will provide the ability to carry out and give the tactical leader the 
choice to use mines in an economical way to protect army division and their flanks. 

Quick mining for vast areas where conventions or other restrictions prevent standard 
mining (helicopters and Jamis system):

Political barriers usually prevent planting minefields during peacetime as a support for 
emergency planning for wartime, but the Jamis system and (M56) mine allow quick mine 
planting with respect to conventions and restrictions. 
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Planting techniques and usage 

Implementing the scattered mine system will cause numerous changes for mining procedures. 
The engineer still be the main architect despite the fact that the mines will be launched to the 
battlefield via various methods of mine spreading done by the non-engineering units, such as 
aviation, artillery, and tactical aviation. Despite the fact that these methods will hugely multiply 
the mining methods available to the tactical commander, there are few operational problems that 
need controls, like distributing the firing launching of artillery. Here are the various procedures 
to plant mines. These methods are still undergoing testing and evaluation as well as the most 
precise operational tests possible in order to be able to completely depend on them: 
System of laying mines via helicopters: the (M56) system requires great modification in the 
current mine laying procedures, especially in the technical transporting support. Mines are 
moved by an aviation unit (usually accompanied by an attack helicopter) to the assigned location 
by the ground officer. The casing which will contain the mines will be examined then will be 
lifted to the plane in its special projectile. If consideration is made to accommodate the 
appropriate testing, the casing can be made ready and lifted as part of the primary load. This 
requires a hoist to lift these containers. The prop tools of the mines casing must be kept and put 
together by the airlift unit. Minefields must be marked ahead of time using the (XM133) marking 
method, and must be recorded and reported. 
Method of laying mines by artillery: mines which can be put together inside the 155 mm 
projectile, which can be inserted then fired just like any other typical ammo. There are four types 
of mine firing, an anti-personnel mine (short time delayed self-destruction), anti-personnel (long 
time delayed self-destruction), anti-tank (short time delayed self-destruction), anti-tank (long 
time delayed self-destruction). Each one of these has a distinguished marking for quick 
identification during firing. The principle of firing the mines is the same as for firing any typical 
artillery. But the far most sensitive issues in regards to mining by artillery is reporting and
recording of the actual mining areas. The minefields which were laid by artillery will not have 
any marking on the ground. Despite the fact that precise details of recording procedures have not 
been set in stone, a fundamental understanding will allow for the ability to know various forms 
of minefields which can be made clear on operations maps. This information, in addition to the 
period in which the mines will self-detonate, will be held by tactical leadership centers in the 
proximity of the field.
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Scattered mines ground system (Jamis): the procedure for planting using the Jamis method is 
very similar to the procedures of typical mining. Mines will be transported from (ASP) by their 
casings via the military engineering unit which is responsible of mining the field. This 
engineering unit will decide and mark the mine fields using the portable/handheld marking 
system (HEMMS) – (XM133). The location of the mines and the self-detonation time will be 
recorded for comparison with the mine maps. 

System for planting mines by missiles: 
The initial requirement for a system of laying mines by short-range rocket was to provide a rapid 
response to sensitive tactical situations.  The mining mission must be completed within 10 
minutes after the tactical officer's decision (in a battalion or brigade). Missile-mine projectiles 
will be carried by missile and be set ready and fired by the military engineering support unit. The 
size of the missile will determine the load of each projectile. The size of the minefield will be 
determined on the range and it will vary. The location of the minefields and the self-destruction 
time will be transmitted in the fastest way available so it can be recorded on operational maps.

Summary, essential points: 
- Implementing the scattered mine system will tremendously increase the tactical usages of 

mines. It also will provide a good defense against armor. 
- The scattered mines demand various and different ways of planting mines and creating 

obstacles. The maneuvering commander must be ready to plant the mines at the right 
time with regard to momentum and in a tactically dynamic way. He should not consider 
the mines just stuck to equipment before the battle due to frequent changes of the battle. 

- Since the various ways of delivering mines are abundant, controlling of the scattered 
mines is a hard task. Care must be taken to not excessively plant mines or inadvertently 
trap friendly forces.  
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The effective density of minefields

Density of the minefields:
Density is the average number of mines of a certain type for each meter of the minefield. Density 
can appear as the number of mines for each square meter or for each 100 square meters of 
minefields in which they are scattered randomly.  The density explains the number of mines 
needed for one meter from each side of the minefield; therefore it is important for logistical 
planning.  
The front: 
The front of a minefield is the longest side of a minefield. When the commander identifies the 
front he would aims the whole field according to enemy advancement.
Mine planting unit using the necessary marking: 
The length of minefield front always measures in meters.
Linear forms:
The linear form of minefields is the actual direction that it follows on the ground. It is identified 
by the unit commander of the minefield planner according to terrain survey.  
Method of calculating minefield information: 
For small minefields less than 500 meters, the minefield front is usually the same length of the 
linear form. But, in large fields, the linear form of the minefield is longer than the front due to 
irregular landscape or natural obstacles inside the minefields. Maps and regular photographs are 
the only way to identify the linear frontage. Doing the military calculation for a certain field, for 
a certain number of mines needed and the quantity of material needed to enclose it, the length of 
the linear line is used instead of the length of the frontage. 
The effective impact of minefields:
The effective impact of minefields against armored tanks: when a tank enters a minefield it is 
possible that it will get hit by a mine.  It all depends on the type of mine, the detonator used, the 
absolute distance between the mines and the density of mines, the width of the vehicle which 
will trigger the detonator, the visual scene, the caution taken during the maneuver, and the 
intensity of fire coverage during the incident. Figure (M1) represents the possibilities for 
vehicles, starting with wide track heavy tanks to narrow track armored personnel carriers.
The illustration shows the wide track heavy tank is more probable to face a mine with a pressure 
detonator and a mine with a slanted fuse, which will not affect narrow track vehicles (figure 1M).   
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Under practical (actual) conditions, the actual effect will be less due to the local conditions 
compared to the mechanical ability of the planted mine, the duration which will affect the mines,  
the weather and climate effects, the practicality of hiding a mine, and how good the enemy 
technique is.
Note:
Figure (M1) possibilities for a vehicle to face an anti-tank mine in different densities and 
different types of detonators. 
Figure (M2) the possible hit for a tank from a (M15) mine, with various tactical forms.
Figure (M3) the possible hit for a tank from a (M15) mine, with various tactical forms when the 
probability of overcoming the mines is (60%). 
Figure (M2) identifies clearly the expected number of the motor vehicles damaged when a few 
tanks, about 10 in vertical formation move through a minefield composed of mines with pressure 
fuses (such as M15).  Figure (M3) indicates the practical losses in minefields when the first tank 
(the leading) has a probability of 60% of extinguishing any mine it faces (for example, tossing  a
mine on its side using mine plowing clearance).  
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Anti-personnel minefields: 

The effectiveness of anti-personnel minefields must not be calculated as previously mentioned 
(anti-tank mines), because of the difference between the ground contact and the vehicles/tanks 
and between personnel walking or running. The vehicle are in contact with the ground at all 
times during their movement, but a human contacts the ground alternately in each step and in 
multiple distances and in random directions when he walks, runs, or eludes in any directions he 
moves. The fragmentation mines, with trip wires, have an affective injury range (from 5 to 20 
meters), however the pressure mine has an effective injury range of about (10cm). The working 
manpower and the required time to complete the desired density of trip wire mines are 
reasonable, but it is not reasonable or practical for pressure mines. Therefore, the maximum 
effectiveness of an anti-personnel minefield is not as simple as the density of mines, but be 
certain to use reasonable amount of different kinds of mines, detonator systems, density, and the 
pattern most acceptable for the location where mines are planted.

Mines storage and special marking

Coloring (painting) and marking: 
Mines are painted so they will not rust from exposure to the atmosphere, also to distinguish 
different kinds of mines, and to identify the type of charges such as strong or weak, or its 
chemical element. There are two types to distinguish by color on the chemical ammunition; one 
of them is an old production which is the marking system by five colors. The other type is the 
new production using symbols and standard ammo coloring known as (MIL-STD-709A). 

Care, handling, precaution, and storing mines:  
Mines must be taking care of at all times. The explosive elements in the fuse, detonator, the 
starter, and explosive boosters are sensitive to shock, static electricity, high temperature, and 
friction. The boxes and crates holding the mines must not be dropped. 
Generally mines are housed to endure conditions which are natural in the field. The ones that are 
not water proof usually are stored in anti-moisture containers and in boxes to keep them from 
damage or destruction. All broken containers and shipping boxes must be repaired immediately 
and care must be taken when handling special marking with new parts.
When it is necessary to leave mines in the open, put them above ground at least 5 cm from the 
surface, and cover them with a water proof cover or a cloth cover, leaving enough space for 
ventilation. Dig a drainage hole around the body of the mines to prevent water from entering 
under the mines, especially the pin. 
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Keep mines and their explosive compound in their original containers and keep them away from 
moisture. Keep unopened boxes in the storage area, and the ammunition depots should be opened 
at a distance no less than 30 meters from any explosive material. Safety tools made out of copper 
or wood must be used during off loading and reloading. 
Do not attempt to install mine detonators within 30 meters of ammunition depots or explosives. 
Do not take apart mines or parts without clear official authorization from the Army commander 
of the depot. Be very careful handling safety pins, latches and other safety devices to prevent the 
premature or unintended explosion of mines. Mines must be left in place until the last minute to 
arm them and otherwise they are not to be moved once armed. Make sure that the opening for the 
fuse, the opening of the catalyst, the catalyst location, and the detonator opening all are clean and 
free of obstacles and foreign objects, before installing the fuse or the detonator. Mines usually 
work in normal temperatures between (0 to 160 degrees F). Most mines do not change with 
change in temperature.

Warning: 
If the temperature reaches freezing, one must follow these necessary procedures to prevent 
moisture and water from collecting around the mine and then freezing later. Mines might become 
inactive due to freezing.  
Mines can be used several times (planted then defused then planted again), if the following 
conditions are met and there is no apparent damage visible on the mines. 

Care and storage during battle:
The following conditions control the storage of mines, fuses and detonators during battles. 
Mines usually are isolated so they will not get set off in their depots. The used structures must 
have moisture prevention and adequate ventilation. They must be kept in an area which has 
plenty of water drainage, and also must not be kept warm by any direct heat source. 

Mines stored in the open must be gathered in small groups away from moisture, and kept in a 
cloth cover or tar paper. Boxes, containers and other packaging tools must be clean and dry when 
they are stored. Before storing, damaged containers must be repaired or exchanged. 
Mines must be collected according to their types in small quantities, organized in good form  
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to allow container inspection individually and regularly, and also must be ventilated constantly 
with fresh air.
Military depots and storage areas must be kept free of debris, grass, leaves and trees, also from 
box scraps and clippings and such flammable materials. Keep a fire protective barrier around 15 
meters away, and it must encircle each ammunition depot (keep area clean of flammable 
materials, wood chips both dry and green, if possible). No smoking or using matches, and use 
only good electrical lights in military storages or mine storage areas.
Enemy mines which were confiscated and are under control must be stored en masse a quarter 
mile away from the friendly ammunitions. Mixing of friendly ammo and gains from enemy 
ammunition is prohibited.

Crossing minefields and other fortifications 

Crossing through improvised enemy fortifications or friendly minefields is no simple task.
Therefore, control must be applied in order to centralize the forces and avoid making them an 
easy target for enemy weapons. Figure (01) explains the diagram to control the crossing and the 
ways used to cross friendly units thru enemy minefields. 
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Controlling the traffic:
 Controlling the traffic thru minefields requires great care in order to safely guarantee 
[TC: Illegible] and maintenance, and to take advantage of the attack. The vehicles move from 
the nearby controlled areas to paths along the roads marked especially for these units. The guides 
will meet the units at the controlled area and show them the paths to take. 

Marking roads:
 Each road cut thru a minefield has a specific path distinguished by letter marks or known 
signs for each unit for that road. Road signs are placed in certain points of height no less than 1.5 
meters, and they are solidly fixed in the ground and in accurate distances from the border of the 
path or road. There are illuminated signs for night which ease movement and indicate the 
location of the minefield.

Side roads: 
Side roads between congested traffic roads are erected and marked so traffic can quickly 

divert from one road to another, where an opening in the minefield is reserved to indicate the 
direction of traffic.

Traffic priority:
 Priority of passing thru a minefield is determined by preplanned operation. These 
priorities would be announced clearly before the operation. The plan must be flexible in order to 
reflect changes in the tactical situation. Also, preparations must be made in consideration of rear 
movements in order to transfer the injured and for the retreat of the supply vehicles. 

Traffic control centers:
They are established in the front of the area where they control vehicles and at every vehicle 
entrance to the minefield, and also the way of entrances make necessary to have .

Areas of control:
They are usually widely separated in order to avoid a concentration of targets. It is a local 
security force established on the outskirts of the enemy lines for each minefield passage to 
prevent enemy infiltration into the passages which have been penetrated by friendly forces. 

Engineers’ duty: 
The engineers will clean and cover the vehicle passages and diversion roads. They will mark the 
forward boundaries of the minefield passages to prevent vehicles and personnel from falling into 
minefield areas. They will clear the damaged vehicles from the minefield passages. They should 
have maintenance and support vehicles readily available for that purpose. Reporting centers for 
the engineers must be at each entrance of the minefield on the friendly side. They might need 
secondary centers for each mine line if the mine lines are farther apart. 
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Likewise, centers report to the reporting centers about passage via phone or via messengers from 
the reporting centers, who will give regular reports about penetrating the minefield as needed. 
The military police will regulate the traffic and manage the in and out as needed.

Communication: 
Controlling the traffic in minefields depends hugely on effective and organized communication. 
When using long range radios it will provide an advanced primary communication system via 
radio and messengers.
The shape of the environment will show the control of the traffic through the minefield or 
through the system of fortifications during a river crossing operation  
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The Unit in charge of observing procedures and its responsibilities
Goals:

- Establish the unit procedures and leaders. 
- Availability of improved training and technical and practical manuals. The priority of 

commanders is overall military training.
- Appointment of duty locations and personnel in case of emergency. 

Application:
- Control of all fields. Will show what the authority commissioner has done. Will show any 

circumstantial authority. 
- Method of planting in accordance to location, specific density and pattern. 
- Employ different types of anti-lifting  (traps) equipment and mines. 
- Use basic shipment, use mine support, coordination, supervision of support groups, and 

planting and all things associated with it.

Marking a minefield:
- The minimum requirement of fencing as necessary.
- Minimum requirement of marking, improvised tags. 
- Identifying passages and openings and marking them discreetly for the front areas. 

Reports on minefields: 
- Identify type of report and the quantity of information required for each minefield.  
- Method of transport, including the symbols used.  
- Forming procedures to disperse authority and responsibility for the minefield among the 

units. 

Minefield documentation: 
- Identifying type of documents and the quantity of information required for each type of 

minefield. 
- Make a list of command centers which will be responsible of the reports. 
- Calculate the number of copies which must be recorded and the agencies responsible for 

reproducing the original copies. 
- Identifying the procedures of transporting the documents and verifying them. 
- Identifying the lowest command center which will keep the completed documents. 
- Show the official channels, the offices and the responsible secondary command centers, if 

they are included in the reports and distribution information.
- Information concerning safety passages and opening, and the general form of minefield 

which will be added to the tactical units which are closer to the field (directly adjacent).
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- Procedures to transport documents and the destruction of unwanted ones. 

Dealing with mining material:
- Storage, transport, responsibility, and basic safeguarding of mines.
- Basic loading, ordering raw material, and special tools.
- Loading and shipping fencing material and minefield, the main load and acceptable 

methods for the field. 
- Collecting and using mines and the appropriate ways of deploying them.
- handling, reusing and destroying mines. 
- Precautionary measures to safeguard personnel and fireproofing techniques in storing. 

Safeguard procedures for employees handling mines and explosive materials. 

Overseeing the planting: 
- Determining the responsibilities and procedures for closing gaps and pathways. 
- Clarify and identify reports from time to time about location of minefields and their 

condition, utilizing safe passages, guides and maintenance. 
- Coordination, manning, and setting off directed mines (controlled ones). 
- Giving secondary precautionary fire coverage for the mine area.
- Giving directions on using combined fuses, replaceable types of components for typical 

mines
- Announcing usage of symbols for minefields on the maps at command centers, and 

adding them to the rest of the publications. 

Penetration (sweeping) a minefield: 
- Procedures of channels and preparations (preparations) for receiving strategic 

information about enemy minefields. 
- Organize personnel and equipment into sweeping units.
- Owning equipment capable of sweeping and destroying, specifically electric ones.

Duties and responsibilities:
- Administrative and office duties.
- Operational missions personnel. 
- Equipment maintenance. 

Reference:
- Technical manuals and training references must be handy for practicing with and 

operating mines.
- Make available references and procedures for confiscating, transporting and handling 

mines and their materials.
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- Technical publications and practical procedures and the upkeep of mine detection 
capabilities, sweeping and planting materials which are handy for a unit.

Responsibility of the command and oversight 

Responsibility of the commander of a small unit:
The commander of a small unit must know when he is allowed to plant mines and his 
responsibility after completion. He bears the responsibility of the mines issued to him. If the 
principal load is not issued, he must know how and where to produce or obtain mines if he needs 
them. He has to make sure that his unit is familiar with all kinds of mine measurements, 
detonators, and igniters. He must be careful when examining training on the minefield. The 
commander must inform his personnel and introduce them to different kinds of mines which the 
enemy uses. Also, he needs to know how to obtain this information throughout intelligence 
channels. In case he cannot get this information, he must be active in acquiring the information 
himself or in some way.
He must ensure that his crew is trained on chemical operations and the measures to protect 
against exposure, and identify the chemical effect (element) and how to counter it. He must make 
sure that his crew knows how to identify each chemical mine. He needs to know how to inform 
his command, how to protect the mines, and how to prepare the reports and documents related to 
it, and that the supportive units are totally informed of all minefields which are under his 
direction.

Measures of oversight and control: 
Issuing mines: while measures of control are necessary to deploy land mines, the issuance of 
mines must adhere to certain guidelines. Unit commanders and higher echelons must enforce 
regular inspection for the obtained mines by secondary orders and the accountability of the 
vehicle mines.
Mine consumption: 
The second method in examining landmine consumption or deployment is by comparison to the 
amount of mine consumption on hand with similar units. For example, the average difference of 
mine consumption among battalions within the same units, perhaps by checking unusual mines 
planting practices.  
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Mine warfare symbols

The following shapes represent the symbols used in documenting the mining operation or booby-
trapping operation and anti-mining operation.  

Number Description  Symbols  Remarks

1  Unknown  XXXXX  Wiring: Prevent similarities with 

2  Barbed wire (single)    the national border markings or  

3  Barbed wire (multiple)   special units by using the color 

4  Single fence   green.  If green is not available, these 

5  Double fence    symbols must be attached or hung  
6  Double protection fence from the wire.
7  Fence with low wire  
8  Fence with high wire  

9  Trip wire

Second: the mines 

1 Unknown mine  

2 Anti-personnel mine  

3 Anti-armor mine  

4 Anti-tank and artillery mine  

5 Anti-tank compound mine  
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6 Anti-tank mine   
for anti-lifting    

7 Booby-traps     

8 Anti-tank mine   
 coupled with trip wire   

9 Row of anti-tank mines

10 Row of anti-personnel mine

11 Cluster of mines  

12 Anti-tank horizontal   
 shaped mine (M24 or M6G)   

13 Anti-personnel horizontal  
 shaped mine (M188A1).   

Arrow indicates target.

Thirdly: Minefields

1 Minefield of (400) mines mixed   
used when several between anti-tank  

 and anti-personnel rows make up a 
minefield

2 Minefield of (600) anti-tank mines  

3 Borders: anti-tank minefield not fenced

Anti-tank minefield not fenced  
with unknown mines   
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 Unfenced self-destructive  
anti-personnel mines (scattered)   

4 Opening and passages: 

 Minefield of 600 mixed mines,   
Anti-personnel, anti-tank, re-enforced anti-tank, and some equipped with anti-detection devices. 
Passage separates this belt.
Passage: it is clearly marked from any obstacles. Usually single passage is 8m wide, and is 
marked properly. Double passage is 16m wide. 

Minefields of 400 anti-tank mines, which are connected with each other to counter each other. 

An opening separates them. 

Openings: Part of the border obstacle which does not have any obstacles yet. They are wide 
enough to enable the friendly forces to pass thru them tactically. They are usually about 16 
meters and rarely surpass 100 meters wide.

Mixed land mines   
Separated by an opening.

5 Chemical minefields   
Type of chemical is different from markings.

6 Mixed chemical anti-tank and anti-personnel mines    
Symbols for trip wires and other will be added as needed. 
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7 Fenced field of sound mines  

Glossary of terms and definitions: 
The following definitions reflect the technical terms related to mine warfare adopted and used by 
NATO.

Anti-activation equipment: any equipment that activates mines, when the mine is 
lifted, extracted or discarded.   This is only for anti-tank mines.
Anti-personnel mines: Any mine that is dedicated to inflicting injuries to people. Anti-
personnel mines are divided into two types, local impact anti-personnel mines that are
designed to impair person’s ability when it explodes, usually by stepping on it. 
Extended impact anti-personnel mine is designed to kill or weaken personnel without 
any cover within few meters of the mine.   
The area detonator: A detonator which will be activated once the target enters the 
designated area of the detonator.
Defensive striker minefields: Temporary protection for a unit inside the zone. Mines 
are taken from the main cargo at night and reloaded when the unit departs the zone. 
Deceptive rigging: The explosive charge or the non-explosive device which will be 
activated when a person physically moves harmlessly past the device or when he does 
something otherwise harmless.
Breaching (sweeping): It is the employment of methods to secure passage for 
personnel or vehicles thru enemy minefield or fortifications. 
Aiming toward chosen areas: To draw and entrap mechanized enemy forces toward a
selected passage to inflict casualties on them. 
Chemical detonators: It is a detonator which when it touches the target two chemical 
reactions interact together.
Decontamination: The evacuation of a field from all mines and explosive devices.  
Cluster: A group, no more than five mines (any kind), or more than one anti-tank mine 
in a half circle with 2 meters in diameter.
Remote control mine: It is a mine which can be blown up from a distance. 
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Nonmetallic mine: (A mine which has no metal) is a mine free of metal pieces, even in 
the planting of process. 
Standard mine: It is an industrial mine which has a known effect a typical arming method  
or mines which are armed in a typical manner and of a typical shape and size.
Aiming the mines: It is a technical and tactical operation used to expose, sweep, deter, or 
suppress the enemy mine, and how to make use of the available resources to divert the 
enemy opportunity of planting mines. 
Fuse-disarmed mine: It is a mine without a fuse.
Fuse disarmament: Removing the fuses from a mine. 
Delayed detonation device: It is a device designed to activate the ignition circle or a 
series of gunpowder lines after the passing of a certain amount of time. 
Intentional minesweeping: Minesweeping done while not under enemy fire. 
Intentionally guarded minefields whether (1) enclosing installations with protection or (2) 
a large protected minefield which stays in place for a long time.
Deception devices: A deceptive booby trap is manufactured and can look like normal 
things such as a telephone, book, or cigarette lighter. 
Marking of the end: These are placed at the beginning and the end of minefields depends 
on the mines. Strict rule (10E).   
Explosive Ordinance Reconnaissance: Preliminary reconnaissance regards detection, 
investigation, pinpointing the location and accuracy. First is the evacuation of personnel, 
then marking and identifying the type. Reporting of suspected explosive ordinance. The 
report must be made by personnel of the engineering instruction administration.
Delayed detonator: A detonator set to explode in a certain time.
Fuse mine: It is a mine with an explosive mechanism but also with a safety pin that stops 
it from blasting.
Hollow detonator: It is a void inside a mine in order to reinforce the initial detonator.
Swift minefield sweeping: It is a defensive sweep for minefields that have enemy fire 
coverage, or it is a swift sweep that maintains a strong momentum for striking.
Horizontal shaped mine: It is a mine designed to cause destruction horizontally. 
Improvised mine: It is a mine made by improvised means.
Contact detonator: It is a detonator that becomes active when a body contacts the target.
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Intermediary marks: Natural or manmade or specially made which are used as a reference 
point between a certain point on land and the minefields. 
Mechanical machines for mine planting: Special machine to plant mines in or on the 
ground. 
Mine decontamination equipment: Specific system to sanitize ground of buried or planted 
mines.
Mine detector: A system able to expose mines on the surface or buried in shallow ground. 
Metal mine detector: A system able to expose mines that are made out of metal.
Metal and nonmetal mine detector: A system able to expose mines whether they are metal 
or nonmetallic.
Minefield: An area of ground that contains planted mines according to specific pattern or 
nonspecific. 
Minefield opening: Part of the minefield which is free of mines. It is designated for
friendly forces to pass thru it in a tactical form. It is rarely more than 100 meters wide. 
Minefield road: A marked but not mined road (or decontaminated) of minefield. It is 
usually about (2 meters) wide to enable the safe passage of infantry, and (* meters) wide 
for vehicles if it is a one way road, but if it is a two way road, the width will be (16 
meters). The width of the passage in an enemy minefield depends on the sweeping 
pattern and the purpose.  For example, infantry passage perhaps could be in one way 
while sweeping the field utilizing "Bangalore torpedo".
Drawing lines for minefields: It is an actual line or a virtual line running parallel to the 
length of minefield.
Mine fuse: A device which contains an explosive chain used to blast the mine under after 
being triggered by the target. 
Mine warfare: Strategic or tactical usage of mines and the circumstances which are taken.
Multi influence detonator: Influence detonator that works by using a group of influence 
factors transmitted by target.
Fuse of multiple push waves: It is a fuse designed to be activated after several natural 
waves.
Nonmetallic mine: A mine which is not made out of metal that contains little amount of 
metal such as (striking pin, initiator, and explosive tip).
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Road mine: An anti-tank mine that has a horizontal effect.
Deleted cluster: A cluster that does not have any mines. If it is necessary to keep 
sequential record, one can number or record them under comments. 
Pressure fuse: A special detonator made to activate when a pressure or weight is applied.
Firing device: By pulling or pressure, a firing device designed to be activated under 
pressure or pulling. 
Device fired by pulling: A firing device designed to be activated by tremendous effort by 
the target.
Remote control system: A system designed to enable arming or disarming from a 
distance.
Safety mechanism: Device on or in the fuse or the firing mechanism used to prevent 
arming or precarious explosion. 
Safety fuse: A flexible cord, full of black powder or similar, used to ignite explosives or 
any other explosive device.
Safety line: Border line for active mines with trip wires in a minefield. They are used to 
protect personnel planting mines. These mines are marked and measured after planting. 
Scattered mines: Mines which are scattered or fired swiftly by artillery, planes, or 

vehicle. Scattered mines are not buried.  
Self-sanitized fuse: A fuse designed to become invalid automatically after a short time.
Small barrier of mines: A cluster of mines which are usually planted without any 
particular pattern. The intention is just to create a narrow obstacle (to block, contaminate, 
or cross roads…etc.).
Safety distance: The separated distance between the charge and the target at the time of 
the blast.
Sterilization: Returning a fuse to an armed state.
Marking lines: Natural or manmade marks that are made specifically at the beginning and 
the end of the line of mines. 
Influence activation: Activation of a mine fuse by a nearby blast.
Tactical planting capacity: The actual implementation of laying the mines, utilizing mine 
laying equipment, considering the time needed for supply and shipping…etc. 
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Technical rate of planting: The achievable rate of planting mines by any particular 
system, without considering the time needed to replenish, transport, and so on. 
 Suspended detonator: A fuse that is activated when it is connected at the same time with 
two opposite, separate stakes.
Initial pin fuse: A fuse designed to be activated when the pin, which is part of the fuse, is 
pulled out by contact with the target.
Training mine: A mine that resembles the actual mine but is without an explosive charge. 
There are three kinds:
a) Solid "frozen" mine: an exact replica of the real mine with the simulated explosive 

elements being solid.  (Real mines are pulled from the "freeze" line just before 
explosive charges are loaded). 

b) Practical application mine: A close representation of a live mine that operates for 
training purposes.  The practical application is by visual, audio, or electronic means. 

c) Training mine: A model of the same size, shape, and weight of a live mine, suitable 
for statistical or distributed training (applied training for numerous groups). 

Nontraditional mine: A mine assembled at or near the place where it is to be used, and 
composed of other explosives, examples being artillery shells and slabs of T.N.T.).
Vibration-actuated device: An actuation device designed to activate when it is shaken or 
moved.
Deviation point:  A point along the center line of a column of mines, or an arrangement 
thereof, in whose direction the columns and patterns are altered.   

B-103
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Index

Subject     Page

Quick view and preface 
Grenades      1 
Types of hand grenades (pomegranate)  2 
Chain of igniting grenades    5 
Safety taken before and after
Throwing grenades     8 
Types and characteristics of offensive grenades 9 
Types and characteristics of defensive grenades 35 
Tactical usage of offensive and defensive smoke 52 
Conditions for using smoke grenades   53 
Types and characteristics of smoke grenades  54 
Illumination grenades     66 
Chemical grenades     68 
Gas grenades      69 
Anti-armor grenades     70 
Grenades which are hurled by special projectile 79 

       Mines
Introduction to mines     100 
Identification of mines and essentials of mines 102 
Types of mines     103 
Anti-personnel mines     104 
Pressure mines     104 
Hitch mines      122 
Bouncing mines     127 
Cluster mines      137 
Shaped mines      142 
Anti-tank mines and types    153 
Technovar electronic mines    191 
Mines and illuminating devices   193 
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Subject    Page

Hollow charge mine                    200 
Sensing devices    201 
Setting up mines    203 

Minefields

Types of minefields    A – 1 
Planting minefields    A – 4 
Equations of minefields   A – 13 
Density of minefields    A – 16 
Systems for dropping mines   A – 17 
Mine planting devices    A – 21 
Minesweeping devices   A – 29 
Machinery for removing mines  A – 46 
Equipment to mark minefields  A – 59 

Mine warfare

Introduction     B – 1 
Use of obstacles    B – 3 
Historical background  
of mines and mine warfare   B – 12 
Characteristics of mines and method of installation  B – 19 
Anti-personnel mines    B – 20 
Anti-tank mines    B – 27 
Mines which are made of raw material B – 33 
Ignition devices    B – 36 
Removing mines and false settings  B – 43 
Methods of storing and supplying mines B – 49 
Typical configurations of minefields  B – 52 
Regular and irregular conditions  B – 59 
Installing fenced minefields in advanced areas B – 62 
Site planning unit    B – 63 
Planting anti-tank mines in water  B – 68 
Safety procedures    B – 72 
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Subject      Page

Mines deployed by artillery                           B – 79 
Mines in general                              B – 81 
Techniques in planting and using mines   B – 83 
Storing of mines      B – 88 
Passing thru minefields     B – 90 
Operational procedures monitoring unit    B – 93 
Responsibilities of leadership and supervision   B – 95 
Terminology and definitions     B – 99 
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Encyclopedia of the Afghan jihad  

          6  
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In the name of Allah the merciful, the compassionate 

Al-Ansar Battalion 

Defining the battalion: 
It is a military grouping organized for the fighter brethren from all nationalities and groups, and 
adheres to the Sunni doctrine. Its mission is to defend the sanctity of Islam in response to the 
Mighty Allah’s commands "Oh you believers, respond to Allah and his messenger if they call 
you to what revives you.", and his word "Allah loves those who fight for his sake as if they were 
a solid structure." 

The battalion’s program:

1. To elevate the military and (Shari’a) level of the battalion’s members through military 
and Shari'a classes as needed. The Mighty Allah said "Prepare for them all you can of 
force and horses so as to terrorize your enemy and Allah’s..."

2. To organize and coordinate the brethren’s’ qualification and training between the 
battalion and training camps. Allah said "Cooperate in righteousness and devotion…"

3. To take part in battle fronts starting from Kabul to support our Taliban brothers in 
defending the Afghanistan Islamic Emirate. Allah said "Those who believed, migrated 
and fought for the sake of Allah with their money and body, and supported and 
sheltered each other are protectors of each other" 
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Cultural and Shari'a training program for the battalion members 

1. Quran and reciting 
2. Tenets 
3. Prophet’s biography (his conquests) and Islamic history
4. Devotion 
5. Provisions and jurisprudence of jihad 
6. Purifying the soul 
7. Modern challenges 

Remark: 

1. The program is to be divided between  the camp and the battle front 
2. There will be educational programs and periodical test on the general and Shari’a matters 

for all members of the battalion, based on levels. 
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In the name of Allah the merciful, the compassionate 

Al-Ansar Battalion     There is no God but Allah and 
Al-Faruq Camp     Mohamed is his messenger 

Military training program for the battalion’s members

First: Basic training: 

Class period: 45– (6 weeks). 
Class topics: light weapons – field skills – topography – explosives. 
After that the brother will spend 1-2 weeks on the frontline to acclimate themselves. 

Second: Infantry class:

Class period: 15 days – (2 weeks) 
Class topics: principles of war – company structure – battle organization procedures –
movements – spontaneous action procedures – reconnaissance patrols – combat patrols –
raids and night raids – defense – withdrawal – communication security.  
The brother will spend at least 2 weeks participating in the frontline. 

Third: Specialty class: 

Purpose: organizing company members based on company requirements. The members 
are chosen based on qualifications such as level and desire. 
Class period is between 2 to 3 weeks. 

Types of classes 

Specialty classes 

 Raid Squad     Mortar Crews    Anti-aircraft crews    Counter               Military                   Heavy 
Reconnaissance   Engineering               Artillery 

       Crews                    Crews    
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Provisions of acceptance 

1. Adhering to the Islamic ethics and morals, particularly those of gatherings and frontlines, 
and referring to Shari’a on all matters.

2. Heeding and obeying the battalion’s officials in the good and the bad, as long as it   
does not contradict the Sahri’a and is for the common good (particularly military 
matters). 

3. It is prohibited to discuss any controversial matters, and it is prohibited to criticize any    
Islamic group or organization or any religious scholars or thinkers.  

4. Preserving the spirit of teamwork and Islamic brotherhood amongst the mujahidin, 
adhering to the military disciplines adopted in the frontline and during training and 
preparation, and cooperating in all matters.  

5. Committing to the agreed upon period with the officials, granted it will not be less than      
two months, excluding the basic training period.  

6. Taking care of public properties whether belonging to the Battalion or others; do not 
abuse the permitted resources and do not remove them beyond their allowed boundaries 
set by the officials except after getting permission from the designated official, and not 
using other people’s private property unless given permission from the owner.  

Commitments: 

1. The battalion promises to setup and operator training skill improvement programs for its 
committed members, and to provide facilities and requirements for this matter. 

2. The battalion promises to provide training needs and the required military equipment to 
committed members as resources allow. 

3. The battalion is committed to the physical and medical care of those committed to it for 
the duration of the agreed upon period.  
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Remark: 

1. Following the completion of the specialty class, the brother will join the battalion and 
will be assigned to a group depending on the specialty. 

2. Members are not allowed to specialize in more than one specialty except after 
participating in the frontlines and applying his specialty for a period not less than a 
month.

Fourth: special classes for company commanders: 

Period: 2 weeks 
- Company leadership classes: to be chosen from raid squads to lead platoons, squads, and 

companies. 

Remark: 

These classes are specifically for distinguished and studious brothers based on their educational 
and moral levels during training and exercises, and for those who have committed to an open 
period of (a year or more).  

Al-Faruq Camp 
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Battalion member’s form

Alias………….. Country…………… DOB…………..Social status…………………
Height…………Weight…………….Blood type………..Medical status…………….

Education level Prior profession Did you study 
Shari’a matters

How much 
Quran have
you memorized

Have you 
completed 
military service

List sports skills you have Languages you speak Have you participated in 
prior frontlines

- Have you had training in the past (regarding basic training, surveying, mountain tactics or 
general tactics). Mention the places where you took the training below. 

1-
2-
3-
4-
5-
6-

Promise and commitment: 

I, ____________________, promise to join the battalion starting on _____/_____/ 14    , 
corresponding to _____/_____/ 199 According to the aforementioned terms and commitments 
for a period of _______ (_____) subject to renewal if so desired. May Allah help me. 

Remark: 
Attach this form to the brother’s file at the battalion

Signature
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Battalion member’s form

Alias………….. Country…………… DOB…………..Social status…………………
Height…………Weight…………….Blood type………..Medical status…………….

Education level Prior profession Did you study 
Shari’a matters

How much 
Quran have
you memorized

Have you 
completed 
military service

List sports skills you have Languages you speak Have you participated in 
prior frontlines

- Have you had training in the past (regarding basic training, surveying, mountain tactics or 
general tactics). Mention the places where you took the training below. 

1-
2-
3-
4-
5-
6-

Promise and commitment: 

I, ____________________, promise to join the battalion starting on _____/_____/ 14    , 
corresponding to _____/_____/ 199 According to the aforementioned terms and commitments 
for a period of _______ (_____) subject to renewal if so desired. May Allah help me. 

Remark: 
Attach this form to the brother’s file at the battalion

Signature
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Battalion member’s form

Alias………….. Country…………… DOB…………..Social status…………………
Height…………Weight…………….Blood type………..Medical status…………….

Education level Prior profession Did you study 
Shari’a matters

How much 
Quran have
you memorized

Have you 
completed 
military service

List sports skills you have Languages you speak Have you participated in 
prior frontlines

- Have you had training in the past (regarding basic training, surveying, mountain tactics or 
general tactics). Mention the places where you took the training below. 

1-
2-
3-
4-
5-
6-

Promise and commitment: 

I, ____________________, promise to join the battalion starting on _____/_____/ 14    , 
corresponding to _____/_____/ 199 According to the aforementioned terms and commitments 
for a period of _______ (_____) subject to renewal if so desired. May Allah help me. 

Remark: 
Attach this form to the brother’s file at the battalion

Signature
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